What do You Want to See from JoS?

By High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

November 19, 2022

That's an open discussion thread where ideas can be shared. Could be about now or about decades later, or more generalized things. Not many limits placed on any questions, this is more like a walk into the higher worlds that we could have?

We have the 10 year plan of course. But I would like to hear about more.

How has Satanism affected you and how do you see that this might affect others in the future?

What about the future where more people will see the Truth, how do you see yourself and others in all this?

Why do you think that is important that it happens on a higher scale?

What would you like to see from JoS towards this world?
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Reply from [jrvan]:

I would like to eventually see cooperation between politicians and the JoS, politicians openly engaging with and seeking guidance from JoS clergy (both for the purpose of decision making and properly guiding society, and also their own spirituality and understanding). And society protecting the JoS and keeping jews away from it and preventing jewish infiltration.

I want to see the JoS very involved in important spheres of society so we can better guide humanity.

Imagine if there could be made a regional (or even global) announcement for societies at any time, and all able humans respond to participate in rituals for uplifting humanity and the energies of the environment.

Reply from [The Phantom Stranger]:

General information about The Empire of ORION, different species that Satan and the Gods may have created on other world's and planets, allies to humanity etc,
information about different dimensions (higher and lower etc), different places in the astral realm, planets, worlds, like a Map or something of the Universe - Geography of the Universe and astral realm/dimensions

How the universe truly functions, since Big Bang theory is wrong, the physics, science behind it etc
More information about Numerology, mathematics and how it ties to spirituality. More information about advanced Godly technology, spaceships, weapons, tools, gadgets, tools etc - Godly Science and Technology/Engineering (maybe even tutorials on how to craft and engineer such stuff too maybe?)

More detailed information about extra terrestrials, such as their biology, which planets they come from or galaxies etc.
Information about the history of Wars and conflicts of The Empire of ORION. Or perhaps notable events throughout the universe about all species and objects - General History of the Universe.

Politics in the Universe and The Empire of Orion. Social Sciences and how things are things are ruled, detailed hierarchies of power etc. (Is there a galactic federation of different Empires out there? Is ORION part of it? What other powerful species exist besides the Empire of ORION? Are they our allies? Enemies? Neutral?) - General Power structures and Hierarchies of The Gods

Information about Law and Morality of the Gods and other species outside in the Universe etc.
Economics and currencies of the Gods.
(Do Gods make companies?)

Information about the Godly Arts (music, dance, drawing), Literature and more

More information about "siddhis" or what its called, and listing all different types of siddhis and their details.
Even more Runes if there are available than already on the Rune page.

Different kinds of disciplines and jobs that exist in God society.

More information about Warfare, spiritual and material, different kinds of warriors (like different classes that exist, like you have vikings, ninjas, samurais, modern soldiers, assassins, berserkers, ranged fighters, close ranged, snipers, mid range fighters etc etc) and different powers and abilities that warriors use of the Gods (like thunder, water bending, fire bending, teleportation, poison, force fields, gigantification, superspeed, super strength, shapeshifting), information about famous warriors that exist like Marchosias and more.

More general information about reality basically.
Reply from [Enki4ever]:

Hello. Something I'm curious to see/hear from the JOS is the practical side of all this. What I mean is ideas on how material changes might be handled like ideas on how to rebuild our society. Ideas or plans on building physical communities with the truth at its core. Also I'd love to hear/learn about our ancient past. The huge beautiful temples that are dating past any known timeline. More info about the ancient communities that still register on a geger counter. Radiation.

Basically more physical side of all of these coming changes.

Hail Father Satan

Reply from [Blitzkreig [JG]]:

The actual number of projects or roles JoS tries to fill in the world is limited by the number of trusted "staff" members. In this way I expect some sort of limitations in terms of what JoS itself can directly control. However, I think our main influence comes through propagating Satanic information and supporting cultural change.

As Satanists gain positions of power, then this would lead to an extension of JoS into these realms of the world. In this way, the opinion of advanced members would become akin to the what the priesthood of the ancient world was like.

However, given the "Aquarian" existence of JoS on the internet, and entering into the Age of Aquarius, I think our best focus is on idea generation. For example, if we figure out a "Satanic" way to do something, then we could exert influence on the rest of the world to implement this. We do not have to actually do it ourselves.

In the modern world, there seems to be a big emphasis on supporting various movements or people themselves. We can see how people will donate massive amounts of money to people or causes which appeal to them, even strange ones. JoS could orient itself into a position where it can make use of this behavior to further itself.

-------------------

As JoS attracts attention and support, our way of living will naturally be adopted by others. As people meditate, this will serve as proof of our cause, as well as directly advancing humanity as a whole. By focusing on quantity versus quality, I think this would lead to the fastest improvement within the world.

Other movements, such as Hitler's Nazi party or the priesthood of ancient Egypt, was limited in how directly it could reach people. Even though there are some concerns
with abuses of power by the untrained, I think the net gain would be very positive. Established SS could also find themselves in consultant or teaching positions here.

Not only are we able to communicate written messages, but the addition of videos, memes, and other new forms of media should be good enough for people to grasp the basics about Satanism, allowing them to understand without too much confusion.

I don't concern myself with the specifics of Satanism within certain fields or aspects of life too much. I think the first step is to simply propagate it as much as possible, then allow that to naturally drive growth within more specific areas. This would also be the easiest way to stabilize people and humanity, such as if many people are acquainted with aura cleaning.

Reply from [AryanPriest666]:

Things I'd like to see:

1) Joy of Satan Publishing House. Where official publications, books, magazines, newsletters, etc. can be published and distributed the good ol fashion way! It seems there is enough information already to comprise an entire collection of books. This could also include instructional DVD's and CD's.

2) Apprenticeship training. Old fashioned master-apprentice style 1-on-1 training to produce high quality adepts and ministers. I know there are lots of materials provided for free already and one could certainly achieve a high level of adeptitude just by applying the free materials, but nothing really can substitute for face-to-face apprenticeships.

3) Literal (brick and mortar) universities. Get your degree in everything Satan and His Demons have to teach us in a formal classroom environment! Joy of Satan Universities all over the world!

4) Buying out churches that can't afford to stay open anymore! There are a lot of these springing up on the market. I'd love to see us buying as many that go for sale and converting them to serve Satan and our beloved Gods and Goddesses! Real estate takeover In Nomine Satanas lets gooooo! =)

I'm well aware of the OPSEC/security limitations in place that currently prevent at least some of these 4 things from being possible right now, but I'm dreaming of a world where we're free to operate openly without fear of retribution. I believe we can do it!

Bonus idea: organized pamphlet/newsletter drops individuals can print off at home and distribute discreetly at local bookstores, shops and wherever those little "free pamphlets" bins are. Making sure to stay within the bounds of legality while doing so of
course.

AVE SATANAS!
HAIL SATAN!

Reply from [Big Dipper]:

when I was new, I was just doing the basic meditations for years not moving on to other, stronger meditations. I wish we had a "meditation tier list". Not in terms of usefulness, but in terms of "you do this for this number of times a day for this many days (basic aura cleaning for 60 days (i dont know)) then you could start to move on to higher one's like raum cleaning or runic cleaning. 3rd eye opening with thaum for however many days, then you could do the dagaz rune instead for however many days, or whatever. This sounds like it would be hard to calculate since people advance at different rates tho.

Something like this, but much better:

3rd eye opening for (days?) and after that many days you can swap to ----> dagaz rune for (reps?) for (days?) ------------>
or ----> (something else that's stronger) (reps?) for (days?)->
then ----> (something even stronger?)
or ----> (something even stronger?)

aura cleaning many days then ----> Raum cleaning for (days?). then after this many days -----> (something stronger?)
or ----> (rune?) for (days?) and (mantra?) then -------------> (something stronger?)
or ---->(another rune?) same as ^^^ then -------------> (something stronger?)
or ----> (another rune?) same as ^^^ then ---------->(something stronger?)
and the list goes on.....

I have a bad stagnate nature, so when i was new I wasn't doing stronger meditations, because I thought the basics were good enough for a while. Stupid of me. I feel like it would help guide some people by showing them where they could be at in terms of meditation over time.

Reply from [Elas Qilar]:

Considering how Jews love to create associations in order to create connections and hold power in societies, maybe we should do something similar too. Do you think it is feasible to reestablish what the freemasonry was supposed to be about (in a form of another organization) until the end of this century? Or should we rely at best with just covens?
More important than any spectacles is for people to abide to what is already given, which is very much influential. If everyone does that, the manifestation is far more than anything of a social club. The fact many of this places have gone to shit or were infiltrated despite of the efforts, should be something to pay attention to here.

The JoS is literally an ultra-coven if one thinks about it. Then people of course have always tried [succesfully or not] to make smaller establishments. However as these are distanced from JoS, the enemy tends to have a party in these or foolishness ensues, causing numerous problems.

Reply from [Lydia [JG]]:

There are a lot of good replies here! Great ideas that I would love to see implemented :) Just reading this thread has made me happy, seeing how so many of us are on the same page regarding the growth of the JoS, and understanding the importance of us increasing our status.

However, some of the ideas mentioned are already in the works, which makes me cringe a bit reading this, because I am used to keeping things completely secret until revealed. Lol. But I guess this just shows that a lot of us are on the same wavelength.

Things are only going to go up for the JoS, and for all members! :) 

Hail Satan!

Reply from [Baroness Blossom]:

1) A communication platform of our own, such as protonmail.

2) A page that gives instructions on the use of crystal stones and gives information about the types of crystal stones.

3) A page with instructions for making rune talismans.

Reply from [tabby]:

Under the section where there is the "Health Forum, Pet Forum, Astrology Forum", I wonder if we can have a place for Art by our fellow brothers and sisters. Art has been greatly perverted and turned into a joke in the mainstream by the enemy, but it's an important creative expression. Though I've seen a thread for people to post their art under, a proper place for the artwork to be showcased and share beautiful Satanic
things in writings, paintings, music etc, I think would be a lovely addition to the forums personally.

Reply from [tabby]:

What would you like to see from JoS towards this world?

Someday, when everything is safer and the enemy is just dust, more than most things I really want to see the return of physical libraries full of knowledge again. Like the Library of Alexandria.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

Ayleth wrote:
I feel like I need to rectify myself regarding the temple thing from my reply. I don’t want any misunderstandings. I meant it as my long long term wish in an IDEAL world, where the enemy is gone and we begin to build ourselves up. DO NOT go and build any temples! Or meet/plan with anyone to do so. Keep safe.

Correct, alternatively, if you people want to go kill yourselves like the Bible says by collecting the followers of Baal and burning them, that is not exactly smart. That is definitely for the appropriate timeline in the future. Because this is what they will do if they actually could pull it off large scale.

Reply from [Charlotte61903]:

When I think of the JoS I think of a place where I feel at home, accepted and encouraged to grow. I want to see this expand to many more people. To see others open their hearts to Satan and the Gods and advance.

I would love to see more information about the Gods. I understand that this comes with time.

Other than that, there is not much else I can think of. The goals we want to achieve come with patience, we have come such a long way already let's not lose our momentum by getting caught up in the minor details but instead focus on the overall achievement.

Many would love to see temples, I would too, but this isn't realistic. For now, I'm content with the temple I have built, my temple on the astral.
In a way, it serves its purpose. Though not physical, it still gives me all the protection and serenity I could ever need. Just a thought.

**Reply from [Dahaarkan]:**

Satanism grants one purpose which is what people are truly looking for in their lives.

Also, I think Arts & Crafts should be held in higher regard in JoS, and this deserves it's own sub-forum in my opinion.

A place where we can all share artwork whether it be ours or of others, and also discuss, teach one another how to create and improve at artistic pursuits. I think expanding the forum with subsections is required also so that the JoS666 forum, which is considered basically as the main one, becomes focused on JoS and Satanism specifically.

Arts & Crafts related topics are naturally posted on JoS666 as there is nowhere else which in my opinion does not belong in that forum. Arts is an example but there are other topics which I think should have their own section. This also helps organize the forums in general, and makes it easier for users to find specific information and threads they are looking for.

But back on my main point, I think arts deserves its own section also because this attracts another audience too. Art is in essence spiritual and as such should be considered a component of Satanism.

**Reply from [Lunar Dance 666]:**

Maybe at some point a JoS crypto.

**Reply from [Pillar]:**

I have not much time and energies, I help from the background here and I admit I cannot read most of the post. I see the quantity of topics has been growing, it's easy to skip many conversations as they rapidly scroll down the list.

I’d suggest to create additional sub-sections in the forums, like we have JoS Astrology, teens, health, pets, etc. for specific topics (environment, psychology, tarot readings, numerology, runes, etc). I mean more specific areas with possibly some "specialists" to help others, or so.
Reply from [Egon]:

How about instead of 'charity' per se, Earth healing projects like Mossy Earth, they seem to be legit from the few things I saw from them, like putting money into actual constructive work, in contrast to useless bioterrorists. Some of them might be legit at least, this reminds me about the sermon on Astarte’s beautiful garden, and helping projects related to nature.

The Return of the Bison: Europe’s Largest Wild Animal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3o2tuN4rIQ

We flooded a forest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_ozlB1wLKk

We’re Bringing Back Iceland’s Forgotten Forests
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-r2EetCtO0

HP. Hoodedcobra666 wrote:

 NitrateOsfatate666 wrote:

What if we start a campaign or something, just like we did with the Animal Support...

Yes to everything basically. Most of it is planned and is being executed on the background. We are working hard to deliver here.

I also have thought oftentimes that a certain percent of JoS donations should be given to charity, even if it is a small percent. Not only to one type of charity but many. Yet, the overwhelming control of Jews into the field of Charity is a large dissuading factor, and I am rightfully worried they might steal money, which they already steal from Gentiles in copious amounts, likely never reaching the targets of charity.

Reply from [Bogow]:

It seems to me worthy of attention, it is partly already in other answers, but I'm going to expand on what was suggested a little.
1) Write detailed and quite valuable instructions for people who work in various political, public and municipal organizations - how exactly they should resist the Jews spiritually by doing what they can. Even though many people have an understanding of how to act and ideas, other people may be demoralized and frightened by the inability to withstand such a big machine as jews and sionism in their places, but they can.
2) Explain to scientists and people involved in science in any form, the Satanic view of these things, beyond the philosophical and natural concepts of the enemy who extrapolate their religion to these areas. Free science (and it is also possible to do this with the help of rituals, which will probably someday be) - from enemy dogmas. This will subsequently cause a sharp jump in the technical level of mankind and will give many strong advantages. Taking this idea further, the restoration of pagan science will make it possible to contact and receive the technologies of the Gods directly, as was practiced during the Third Reich.

3) VERY IMPORTANT: explain and give alternative economic models that do not take into account enemy control over the finances of the entire planet. At the moment, economic theory is oversaturated with Jews and is often completely unsuitable for enriching and understanding people. The functioning of banking, loans, etc., are Jewish instruments of enslavement through debt. Many people omit because they do not see how it can be done differently. This is a big goal and I understand that this cannot be done in a couple of evenings, perhaps there is knowledge on this issue, but I have not heard about them, in any case, I think that doing this would be a serious success.

4) The creative efforts of a group of people can be directed by the formation of a certain "style" in something. It's like creating a new genre of music that can carry a certain idea and spread spontaneously. People like something and they start doing it in a similar style spreading the idea further. It can also be a certain fashion. It's hard to pinpoint exactly what this "fashion" will look like here, but I'm definitely not talking about gothic black teenage clothes and black painted eyes. Rather, it is about a fashion for genuine spirituality, Gods and the creative flow associated with it. If it is possible to launch it with the help of rituals or something else, it would give a powerful impetus to the popularization of JoS.

Reply from [Fiery Pluto]:

Azazel Astrology page has to be updated with deepened information such as the information about debilitated planets by Shadowcat and the lessons on astrology by JG Blackdragon666.

There should be more explanations on everything about Astrology.

Reply from [SSinHeartandSoul]:

I love that all the knowledge one needs to advance is in the open when it comes to jos, i do not believe that the jos needs to do any more than we are already doing. What i would love to see tough is a makeover of the main site, it can be hard to find what one
is looking for, sure there are search-engines to help with that, but especially for newer people it can be a real inconvenience.

So what i would mainly like to see is to make the site easier to use and navigate, also there are loose ends here and there. So it would be great if someone knowledgeable would look this over, just to make sure no misunderstandings are to happen. An example of this is that i did not understand how many reps of vibrations i needed to do with every separate rune, i do now but i needed to ask someone on the forums for this. There are many people that would not go out of their way to ask someone, so misunderstandings are bound to happen.

Reply from [Osiris Silvio]:

There are those GIF of meditations done by a JoS member in here. I think such visuals can be added to the website to make visualization easier. Using such technology in general can be helpful.

I know some members who are clairvoyant have painted pictures of the Gods. Why don't we offer more realistic portraits of the Gods, if possible?

The Healing Magick on the website can be more elaborated. On the Forums there is more information, much of which is invaluable, than there is on the website regarding healing magic and different topics...

Also, the lessons on Astrology (4 so far) can be further expanded and added to the website. They are extremely helpful.

Reply from [Lydia [JG]]:

_DawStarlight wrote:_
_A bit late to the party, but I would really like a proper yoga section._

_With how popular yoga is, it's very easy to stumble upon misinformation and fake gurus. There are JoS recommended sites of course, but it would be great to have several different routines hand picked by seasoned JoS yogis._

Hello :)

I have been told this is in the making, with some info from my yoga posts. Link in my signature, it will take you to a page of more yoga posts.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:
The Alchemist7 wrote:

HP. Hoodedcobra666 wrote:
What Do You Want To See From JoS?

I think we as a community definitely need to "mature" more spiritually so in the future we can have a better understanding based on a lot more experience of how to fix life issues with spirituality, given that there were endless cases of people needing help with finding jobs, with health issues, social issues and everything else. Eventually there can be a section or something on JoS dedicated only to spiritual advice to material issues, like the ones above, a section to contain only practical experience of experienced members.

However this is not something that "JoS" can do but each of us individually must get more advanced and more experienced spiritually as time goes. ...

Actually yes. That's why in all these years, I rather provide functional advice or "wake up" advice, which is actually the most spiritual advice, compared to nonsense, which often-times looks fancy, but provides nothing.

I realize what you mean strongly here. I will insist on going on certain subjects that have to do with specific knowledge, on the categories mentioned. This is part of real development.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

morgana wrote:
I think that we need to see more about crystals and their properties

Greetings Morgana. Yes, it's incoming. There will be a section for this.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

SapphireDragon wrote:
So, I've come to elaborate a little more about my idea from before, on the journal thing.

Very good idea. If that existed in my time, then it would have saved me a lot of grief from carrying around notes and dangerously so, which I no longer do. Honestly, this likely can be attained easily. It's a good idea, especially for those who might have problems keeping black journals, which can be dangerous at home or even online.
Yet, there are two functional things here:

1. The possibility of a hack always exists, we can mitigate, but not make it disappear. 2. It would necessitate trust, and one would need to be careful about what one writes there for the above reason. 3. We would need to ensure some form of encryption for each member and what anyone writes, with a focus on file separation and privacy.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

Shiva666 wrote:
Learning ethical knowledge, Ethical Behavior learning Gods’ ethics beside power meditation.

There is a new whole section of this which will be uploaded before year's end.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

jrvan wrote:

sshivafr wrote:
A development of the JoS market would be great for members who offer something, as well as for members who buy / ask. The jooz make each other work. Why not do the same.

I personally disagree with this one. The reward for those who contribute is that 1. they reward themselves by laying those bricks and building the foundation for everything to come. It all comes back to them. 2. They are further blessed by the Gods. 3. The Clergy and others already provide in the way of all the information they give freely, much of it being fruits of their own meditations and advancement and also their communication with the Gods.

As for services being bought, if the High Priest, for example, was preoccupied with astrology services like he was in the past then just think of all the other things he wouldn't be able to do which he is doing now. His time is freed up for other things that the community needs, as well as managing the warfare and other rituals, many other projects on the side, and everything else he does known and unknown to us. I believe he has also stated that there will be others who will eventually offer astrology services. How all of that will be set up and operated I'm sure will be handled at the appropriate time.

Perhaps I missed something of the meaning of your comment? These are my thoughts based on the way I interpreted it.
That will be handled, yes.

Given services and other subjects should be treated separately for clarity of thought. I can no longer give personal services of this manner, because of the time involved. The 1-1 benefit this gives might be immense, but my life exists to help the community on the large scale as much as possible, and only insofar the 1-1 benefit reflects on the community, then I can help.

As time goes, with the amount of knowledge and perception, it becomes difficult to increase the price to a level where it can be a marketed product. So I can no longer market this.

That is why I will only do charts for serious volunteers who are serious about JoS, to give them a great edge in their life, and look after them BECAUSE they help the JoS grow, not as a service. Those who help the JoS and their people in their Nations, with translations etc, or who work in JoS projects.

It's absolutely correct about the situation of me and other people. I am under a mountain and can unfortunately not do any paid services myself, unless these are large scale or involve some sort of eventual reward for JoS itself. Yet, offering astrology as in the past is very difficult and impossible for the time being and the foreseeable future.

The above involves my individual case or that of others.

But others can and definitely will be able to give services [of the paid kind that are 1-1 person basis benefit, and therefore 1-1 liability for payments], and should actually do this, as they do not have the above schedule nor they need to have it. Especially in the Astrology department. Doing my Natal Chart from HPS Maxine a long time ago, saved me from a lot of grief.

Serious astrologers NEED to do charts for other people to grow into this, and making revenue of a reasonable amount is not a bad idea whatsoever.

They can have happier lives long story short and if one does not have higher and higher time constraints and responsibilities, they should by all measures gain for their help to other SS. With the necessary personal reward and the communal reward, while at the same time helping individuals in the same time.

There are quite a few smart solutions we are going to mobilize for this, so everyone can have maximum gain from this process.

I'll explain more in an appropriate place where the matter will be conversed by those who either donate, or are doing serious volunteer work for JoS.
Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

Soaring Eagle 666 [JG] wrote:

One idea I have is to expand into other areas that are less spiritual and more practical. Lifestyle guidelines, common sense, etc, all from a Satanic perspective, but not overtly Satanic. Even random wholesome topics like how to grow fresh vegetables! All we need are members who are knowledgeable to write good articles. (This would not result in a decrease in the amount of spiritual knowledge we publish, since that mostly comes from the clergy, and these would be written by ordinary members.)

These sections would serve to expand our reach by attracting people for other reasons, and of course every page would link back to the Joy of Satan. :D

I completely agree, and there is a big thing in store for this.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

serpentwalker666 wrote:

RōmaInvictaDCLXVI wrote:
Soon, I want to see Satanic expansion into technology and communications infrastructure. I want to be a core part of that. I have several plans regarding how the technological infrastructure of the world (software, hardware, internet, satellites, etc.) will be taken back into the hands of Gentiles and how to reform and advance it for the benefit of everyone.

...

I appreciate what you have written and being quoted here. What you describe here is CRITICALLY important.

I have been considering writing out a giant guide of self study for SS when it comes to the topic of software development, understanding computer science and operating systems. I'm still figuring out how exactly I'd wish to structure and present it.

I've always leaned towards self study. Perhaps I can offer some insight to other Spiritual Satanists.

As for LISP I am aware of the situation with it being pioneered by John Mccarthy. However as a language for whatever reason, I think there's serious potential for it. Alot of my studying leads me to that conclusion.
Worst case scenario I’d say it would be worth writing a new language similar to LISP but better. But I digress.

The need for SS deep into the technical field is absolutely dire. The jews dominating it how they do is a rather serious and alarming thing.

Honestly I read everything and the exchange and I can only further agree, on both the JoS Related and the world related ideas expressed by both.

The JoS itself too is never at shortage of coders and people who can code. One can always help IMMENSELY with this skill.

If one can help to any extent, e-mail at cobra.army.666@protonmail.com and there are projects already available that people can participate in or start anew.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

JoS Cyber Security wrote:
Some members here are very rude to others. For example when one new member asks some stupid question, some members are evil to him and insult him. This new member can decide to not join us because he was insulted. This needs to be changed. We all here were beginners.

I agree, and this is a very bad policy. This lack of patience with new people as one was born from the baby crib and knew everything in JoS is simply unrealistic and in most cases very rude.

The only time where this can be accepted is on very obvious trolls, but the key words here are "VERY OBVIOUS", which some people are aggressive before making the considerations.

The overwhelming majority of the community is helpful and polite, until they see the red flags, in most times.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

It is actually very good that most things proposed here are on the agenda for the future, and there is work being done.
A good thing to think over with one's self is how everyone can also personally contribute or help in these recommendations, so we can build these on a community level.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

*Osiris Silvio wrote:*

... 

*Fix the false information on the website. Belial is not a seraph and the Seraphim are the reptilians. On the website, you can explain better about the aliens, and give proof that the seraphim are reptilians.*

All of the words "Seraphim, Cherubim" and all of these, have to do with the rank of an entity, not a species. The "Seraph" has to do with fiery serpents, often-times related to the Gods as they are called "The Blazing ones".

Some of the Gods are actually on this rank that is called the "Seraphim", and others are the "Cheruvim".

Cherubim is actually from Keruv which goes back to Akkadian, related to the word of the "Blessing". Generally all of these terms are actually Mesopotamian, but the jews have perverted these to no end. These do not have to do with reptilians, just spiritual rank.

People who had no clue called them "Reptilians" as the Seraphim have to do with Blazing Serpents and they call anything that is called a Serpent a "Reptilian". That is not so. Many of our Gods are on the highest ranks. These titles for these rankings do go back into Akkad and Sumeria, but they have been ruined now with enemy meaning.

To avoid confusion I will upload a new section that is clear from jewish shit on the site, to clarify these and give a better overview on how this goes.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

*Henu the Great wrote:*

*I would like to see people operating for JoS in official capacity, and getting paid for it.*

People who work for the Gods know this work is beyond any amount. There is no amount you can simply have to have a Demon show up and care for you. The real JoS on the higher level never operated under the rule of money.

Lower levels where services are provided is another thing.
With that being stated in the very far future, I would not be against this idea for certain things. It's a longterm idea.

However, such ideas have to also be backed by substantial reality, otherwise, these are mere demands or just jack off tier imagination, since I would not prefer to disclose other things which would reveal this to be such for now.

Walking is necessary, and we can walk there of course.

*Aquarius wrote:*

*Henu the Great wrote:*

*NinRick wrote:*

People working for the JoS are working for Satan in equivalent. ...

...

Even Maxine herself didn't use the donations for her personal life, she has no superior here so why would anyone else be paid?

What I believe people are referring to is more in a far future. At a level of institution level growth, is what people mean. Ie, when people cannot have a workplace at all but stay strictly in JoS as a full on institution service work. No job or other things, 24/7/365 in JoS.

*Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:*

*Artanis wrote:*

I think this would require JoS as an official religion or religious organization to get some form of stable and longterm income, maybe in the same way christianity gets money from governments. Maybe in the future after the jews are dealt with, on grounds of religious freedom, if christianity or other religions can get money from governments, we might as well grow enough to be in this position of obtaining such funds, and very rightfully compared to any other "religion".

Well, if our "10 year plan" includes reaching 1 BILLION people by by the end of 2029(?), you'd think that like 50% of them(at least) would join us(We ARE the Truth, after all), making us 1 of the world's top religions, by that alone.

You wouldn't think this based on a realistic standard.
Do not rule out nothing, but people see that they must go to the gym everyday, and most people never go. In other words, don't estimate the value of the Truth for the value that people are willing to take and bring into their lives and apply. The JoS brings a major change, which most people will likely not digest immediately.

It doesn't preach lies and therefore requires application and the bullshit it needs to be adopted immediately such as foolishness like "Believe in jeboo = be saved eternal goy".

As a first plausible goal it would be to show people that we are present there for them.

**Reply from [Lunar Dance 666]:**

A yoga app.

I know ppl reference outside sources but itd be neat to have all that material in one app. Starting with the hatha yoga and ky samples.

Or just postures you can browse with also added more *correct* spiritual info ..
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